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Get well

Physiotherapy & Exercise Prescription Mobile App

Adam Mitchell
Comp 9675 - George Brown
Aaron Bernadro

You treat a disease, you win, you lose. You treat a person, I guarantee you, you’ll win,
no matter what the outcome.
- Patch Adams

CREATIVE BRIEF

OBJECTIVE
To encourage and help physiotherapists communicate with their clients and provide them
with exercises guides, exercise reminders, and client reporting that helps keep the client
accountable to both themselves and their physiotherapist. All-to-often, Physiotherapists,
Osteopaths, and medical practitioners prescribe exercises and stretches to help their clients
re-align and strengthen under performing areas causing pain and discomfort. Generally,
these exercises are followed loosely for the first week, but the attrition rate skyrockets thereafter
as clients either forget to do the exercise, forget how to do the exercise, or don’t
do the exercise enough. In the world of healing and strengthening, repetition is paramount.
WHO ARE WE TALKING TO
We will have a strong focus on forward thinking clients. We are focusing on clients from the nonsport division of physio that can range from simple conditions of aging to that of car crash victims.
Women and men will both use the service, age from 30 to 60. Women will likely be the prevalent
users over men.
CONSUMER INSIGHTS
Professionals, likely married or soon to be with a household income greater than 100k. They will have
children or grandchildren that they need to keep up with. They are all users of smartphones, and
consumers of professional information such as news, stock and topics. They are moderately active.
DESIRED RESPONSE
To utilize the application to help automate the healing process, and reduce the users mental stress
over the road to recovery. The physio can set up a schedule based on the client’s lifestyle to ensure
that the exercises are done at prescribed times. The user will be able to have a notification, see the
exercise, do the exercise, and check complete.
STIMULUS
A systemized approach to someone who is not a gym or exercise professional. The application gives
them a stress free way to approach a subject (such as strength training) which they may have never
done in their life. They need to exercise a certain way to get better. This application takes the
guesswork and stress out of that.
DEVICE FOCUS
Mobile device / Mobile application. This service needs to be “on-the-go” and able to send
notifications to the users phone, and record data for the practitioners to see.
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Style guide

STYLE GUIDE
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Montserrat
The primary font family is Montserrat. The most commonly used instances
are regular and bold. They are commonly used for body copy, labels and
headings. Montserrat provides a versatile font that denotes technology and currency.
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GEORGIA
The secondary font family is Georgia. The most commonly used instances
are 55 and 75. It is commonly used to acccent headings.
Georgia denotes trustworthiness and help, and is a versatile subheading heading font.
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LAYOUT & LEGEND
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sitemaps

SITEMAP - APPLICATION
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5.2

specific instuctions
vertical by step
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contact form method

search - input

2.3

3.3

4.3

5.3

specific instuctions
horizontal by step

general instuctions
vertical by step

contact form - type

search results

2.4

3.4

4.4

explainer video

general instuctions
horizontal by step

contact form input

2.5

3.5

completed exercise
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explainer video

pass. recovery
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1.0
home

2.6
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SITEMAP - ADMINISTRATION
This is a reduced sitemap intended only to show how the admin/physiotherapist can interact and add patient
information to the application.
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user flow

USER FLOW - LOGIN & HOME
For exisitng users

USER FLOW - CLIENT PRESCRIBED EXERCISES

USER FLOW - GENERIC EXERCISES

USER FLOW - ASK YOUR PHYSIO

USER FLOW - SEARCH

USER FLOW - ADMINISTRATION
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per-screen ANNOTATIONS

WIREFRAME - 0.0 | landing

1 - High end image background that
showcases active middle aged
people exercising or enjoying
outdoor activities.
2 - Takes you to a login screen that
allows you to login if you are
registered.
Returning users would bypass sign
in and proceed directly to Home
screen (1.0) upon app open

WIREFRAME - 0.1 | New Password

1 - Coming from either “forgot
password” or when the Physio
therapist registers you as a new
client, you will recieve a
conﬁrmation email and secure link
to update your password. Clicking
on the “New Password” text ﬁeld will
extend the keyboard.
2 - Keyboard inputs text into the
blue text sections.
3 - Register takes you to the login
screen (0.2) where you can enter
your email and updated password.

WIREFRAME - 0.2 | sign in

1 - Simple text ﬁelds.
2 - Login button, once clicked will
allow take the user to the home
(1.0) screen. If username and
password is incorrect or not
registered, the user will be taken to
Incorrect password / Not registered
screen (0.5)
If clicked without user input into
both ﬁelds, will highlight the ﬁelds
red.
3 - Forgot password, will lead to
password recovery (0.3 & 0.4).
4 - Upon clicking text ﬁelds, item 5,
the keyboard extends.
5 - Keyboard input for blue text
ﬁelds.

WIREFRAME - 0.3 / 0.4 | password recovery & thank you

1 - Simple text ﬁeld, once clicked will
extend the keyboard (item 4)
2 - Recovery button will send an
auto generated password to the
user. The user will then be taken to
the to the new password screen
(0.6) to re-issue a password.
3 - Keyboard for input into the blue
ﬁeld.
4 - Thank you / end of transaction
screen.

WIREFRAME - 1.0 | home

1 - Title bar indicating section (will
not be repeated through rest of
document)
2 - Takes users to prescribed
exercises by physiotherapist.
3 - takes users to generic exercise
listing
4 - Contact your physio is an option
to allow users to ask physios direct
questions in app, without the need
to switch to an email application
5 - Footer menu, allows for the
same navigation as can be found on
home screen with addition of search
function (will not be repeated
through rest of document

WIREFRAME - 2.1 | exercise list

1 - Title bar now includes return
option, once past home screen (will
not be repeated through rest of
document).
2 - Image of exercise.
3 - Title of exercise and brief
description.
4 - Button to do exercise.
5 - Weekly progress bar, number of
boxes may vary depending on how
many the physiotherapist prescribes
(default 7). Clicking on any of the
boxes will take the user to the stats
page (2.6). This gives the user a
visual que for how well they are
doing.

WIREFRAME - 2.2 | specific instructions vertical

1 - A static image showing the
exercise core positioning. Clicking
the play button will open a native
video player (2.4) which takes the
user through the exercise through
video instead of steps.
2 - The physiotherapists input: How
long the exercise should take and
how many reps are required.
3 - Associate picture for the step.
4 - The step of the exercise, and the
description of how to do it.
5 - A visual of how many steps are in
the exercise, and abilty to move to
each step.
6 - A complete exercise button,
ﬁnishes the exercise, records and
updates the statistics of the user.

WIREFRAME - 2.3 | specific instructions horizontal

1 - This is the exact same as the last
screen however some steps may
require a horizontal picture to
demonstrate (e.g. the exercise
requires laying down)
2.2 and 2.3 are interchangeable
depending on the picture
orientation for that step.

WIREFRAME - 2.4 | explainer video

1 - Video playback area, showcasing
the exercise
2 - Timeline bar, showing progress
of video and allowing users to drag
to advance or retard the timeline
3 - Exercise name, reassures user
they are performing the correct task
4 - Video controls

WIREFRAME - 2.5 | complete exercise notification

1 - Shows user how many exercises
they have left for the day. This can
vary. For example, if the
physiotherapist prescribes 7 days of
exercise A and 3 days of exercise B ,
the system will automatically spread
exercise B out as evenly as possible
over the week.
2 - Notes on exercise, gets saved to
the users proﬁle, so the
physiotherapist can note any
comments through the admin
panel, logged against each exercise
3 - Submit the note (attaches to
speciﬁc exercise based on date,
time, and exercise)
4 - Continue takes user to next
exercise (2.2) or ends the session,
taking user back to (2.1)

WIREFRAME - 2.6 | exercise stats

1 - Deﬁnes the timeline.
2 - Overview of Number of exercises
complete vs number prescribed,
calories, etc.
3 - Graphical representation of
Overview section.

WIREFRAME - 3.1 | exercise by type

1 - General exercise view, this allows
the user to ﬁlter by body area. For
example, outside of prescribed
exercises, the user wants to
increase their shoulder tone. The
would click on “Upper Body”
2 - Supporting Image, gradient or
overlay to subdue the colours
3 - Text overlay / button
4 - Scroll will transition to next body
areas

WIREFRAME - 3.2 | exercise list

1 - Image of exercise
2 - Title and small description of
exercise
3 - Button to start exercise
4 - Exercise search bar
5 - Filter result (e.g. ﬁlter by
shoulders, bicep, tricep or ﬁlter by
relevance, diﬃculty)
6 - Scroll (Exercise pre-sorted by
popularity)

WIREFRAME - 3.2.1 | exercise list - search

1 - Text ﬁeld selected.
2 - Keyboard extend to input text
into blue area.
3 - Search recesses keyboard.
4 - As search term is entered, most
relevant results begin to populate
based on keywords and metadata
that best matches the text string.

WIREFRAME - 3.2.2 | exercise list - filter

1 - Filter result drop down menu,
allows the user to search
sub-categories of the selected
category.
e.g.
If user selected Upper Body: Bicep |
Tricep | Shoulders |Neck
If user select Lower Body:
Quads | Hams | Ankle | Calf
2 - Upon selecting a ﬁlter, the results
populate .

WIREFRAME - 3.2.3 | exercise lis - sort

1 - Sort By drop down menu, allows
the user to search by relevance
such as
- Time
- Diﬃculty
- Popularity
- Relevance
Both ﬁlter and sort function can be
used in tandem.
2 - Upon selecting the sort, them
results rearrange from top down.

WIREFRAME - 3.3 | general instructions vertical

1 - A static image showing the
exercise core positioning. Clicking
the play button will open a native
video player (3.5) which takes the
user through the exercise through
video instead of steps.
2 - Associate picture for the step.
3 - The step of the exercise, and the
description of how to do it.
4 - A visual of how many steps are in
the exercise, and abilty to move to
each step.
5 - A complete exercise button,
ﬁnishes the exercise. .

WIREFRAME - 3.4 | general instructions horizontal

1 - This is the exact same as the last
screen however some steps may
require a horizontal picture to
demonstrate (e.g. the exercise
requires laying down)
3.3 and 3.4 are interchangeable
depending on the picture
orientation for that step.

WIREFRAME - 3.5 | explainer video

1 - Video playback area, showcasing
the exercise
2 - Timeline bar, showing progress
of video and allowing users to drag
to advance or retard the timeline
3 - Exercise name, reassures user
they are performing the correct task
4 - Video controls

WIREFRAME - 4.1 | contact form landing

1 - Required selection, notiﬁes the
physiotherapist of how to contact
and severity of issue
2 - User input, describing the
situation
3 - Submit button, will not do
anything unless all required ﬁelds
are entered (contact, issue, text
ﬁeld)

WIREFRAME - 4.2 | contact form - method

1 - Allows the user to select the
appropriate method of contact.

WIREFRAME - 4.3 | contact form - type

1 - Allows the user to select the
appropriate issue type so the
physiotherapist can respond to the
severity of the problem.

WIREFRAME - 4.4 | contact form - input

1 - Clicking on the text box extends
the keyboard
2 - Keyboard inputs text into the
blue input Area.
3 - Done button, recedes the
keyboard
4 - Submit button send the message
to physiotherapist email and admin
dashboard.

WIREFRAME - 5.1 | search landing

1 - Empowering background image.
2 - Click-able text ﬁeld.
3 - Go butTon, will do nothing if no
text is entered.

WIREFRAME - 5.2 | search - input

1 - Upon clicking search text ﬁeld
the keyboard extends
2 - Keyboard inputs text into the
blue input area.
3 - Search button will yield search
results
4 - Go button will recess
keyboard and yield search
results.

WIREFRAME - 5.3 | search results

1 - Search result title. Search result
arranged by relevance and
proximity of metadata to keyword
input.
2 - Search title, metadata
description.
3 - Click-able result will take to the
page. From an exercise, to contact
physiotherapist
4 - Scroll will yield more results.
Results become increasingly less
relevant.

WIREFRAME - D - 0.0 | landing

1 - Active style background image.
2 - Input text ﬁelds.
3 - Login takes the administrative user to the dashboard (D - 1.0).
4 - Forgot password allows the user to recover password through the recovery screen.

WIREFRAME - D - 0.1 & 0.2 | login & password recovery

1 - Active style background image.
2 - Input text ﬁelds.
3 - Recover sends the administrative user an email with their login credentials.

WIREFRAME - D - 1.0 | dashboard

1 - Hamburger logo causes the left nav to either
extend or contract when pressed to provide a full
screen view of the dashboard
2 - Search enabled, allows admin to search the
entirety of site based on keyword.
3 - Notiﬁcation alert (i.e.new emails).
4 - User proﬁle / image of user

5 - Ability for admin to choose diﬀerent
categories.
6 - Dashboard of statistical data (i.e. number of
patients last month admitted, discharged, etc)
7 - Most frequently contacted internal staﬀ such
as other physios, bookkeeping, and direct msgs.
8 - Client emails from app and external email
bundled. Subject autopopulated from app.

WIREFRAME - D - 2.0 | client admin

1 - Under the “Client” navigation: A listing of active,
released and new client registrations.
2 - An at a glance view of the client. If their email is
gmail, utilize the google API to pull picture to
populate image. Includes name and clickable email
address for quick email action.

3 - Ability to click on client ﬁles (active and released)
to view charts, notes, and exercise app information
for use if the client returns or if required by other
(physio, doctor, court, etc)
4 - New client registration allows the admin to create
a new user proﬁle for the system, ability to add app
exercises , and allows for app login of the client.
5 - Hitting Register both creates the client proﬁle,
and send the client their registration email.
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extension 1 - user profile

USER PROFILE - METHOD
Customer Journey Mapping Process
1) Establish the stages of customer interaction
2) Break the stages of customer interaction into tasks
3) Fill out the different channels of the task
4) Identify personas
5) Discover and plot pain / success points on the map
6) Identify weak points in the product or relationship, by
finding concerns on the journey map (step 5) and asking
the customer directly in what ways the service can be
improved

Establishing the stages of customer interaction

Discovery | Research | Conversion | Post-Sale Engagement
Breaking customer interaction to tasks
Discovery
Learn
about the
app

Search for
an exercise
app

Research or
find on blog
/ forums a
community
favorite
exercise app

Research
Look up
product
competitors

Look into
alternative
options to
an exercise
app

Conversion
Compare
competitions
features,
reviews,
ratings, and
price

Get help or
advice on best
app and if your
app selection
makes the best
sense for your
needs

Compare
competitions
features,
reviews,
ratings, and
price

Get help or
advice on best
app and if your
app selection
makes the best
sense for your
needs

Purchase
or
download
the
exercise
application

Add or
purchase extra
features that
may help you
for your
particular
exercise needs

Post-Sale Engagement
Give user
feedback
through the
app ratings
prompt

Give user
feedback on
the apps
download
page in
Google play
or the Itunes
Store

Channels of the task
Discovery
Learn
about the
app

Desktop
Website
Mobile
Website

ComM
Method

Mobile
App / App
Store

Social
Media
Phone
In person
Forum /
Blog

Search for
an exercise
app

Research or
find on blog
/ forums a
community
favorite
exercise app

Research
Look up
product
competitors

Look into
alternative
options to
an exercise
app

Conversion
Purchase
or
download
the
exercise
application

Add or
purchase extra
features that
may help you
for your
particular
exercise needs

Post-Sale Engagement
Give user
feedback
through the
app ratings
prompt

Give user
feedback on
the apps
download
page in
Google play
or the Itunes
Store

Take part in a
referral program
to friends and
family (i.e. you
both receive a
free month of
coaching

USER PROFILE - RESULTS
User Personas (short)
Ann Claridge - 35 year old, 2 kids and married, new home and mortgage. She is a car crash victim that had to take 6 months off
work to recover. Her household income is affected based on her reduced pay through disabilities. She wants to ensure that she is
fully recovered quickly so she can better support her family.
Betsy Lablue - A 68 year old retired accountant, whom lives with her husband of 30 years on a refincanced seniors residence. She
is experiencing knee and joint pain, and as an active participant in a variety of sports including Tennis and Yoga, she is looking to help expedite recovery. She recognizes that she is older, and needs to be in tune with her body, so a training regime is something that she feels
will help to strengthen problem areas, and allows her to reclaim her activities and play with her grand children
Darren Morrison - A 45 year old executive director in a mid sized company, married with 1 child.

Darren enjoys intensive activity
such as marathon running, endurance riding and triathlons in his spare time. A torn ACL has severely affected his ability to participate in
these activities, and since it had happened in the spring, Darren needs to find a way to recover so he can engage in light activity throughout the summer and fall, and be in shape for next year. He needs a program that will provide him exercises of increasing intensity to
ensure he gets back to peak physical shape.

User Journeys
Discovery
Learn
about the
app

Desktop
Website

Search for
an exercise
app

Research

Research or
find on blog
/ forums a
community
favorite
exercise app

Look up
product
competitors

1

2 3

Look into
alternative
options to
an exercise
app

1

Conversion
Compare
competitions
features,
reviews,
ratings, and
price

Get help or
advice on best
app and if your
app selection
makes the best
sense for your
needs

Purchase
or
download
the
exercise
application

Post-Sale Engagement

Add or
purchase extra
features that
may help you
for your
particular
exercise needs

Give user
feedback
through the
app ratings
prompt

Give user
feedback on
the apps
download
page in
Google play
or the Itunes
Store

Take part in a
referral program
to friends and
family (i.e. you
both receive a
free month of
coaching

2

1

Mobile
Website

3

Mobile
App / App
Store

1

1

Social
Media

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

1

3

1

Phone
In person
Forum /
Blog

Key Points

1 2 3

2 3

2

1

3

Each person in this instance all
initially discovered the app from
their physiotherapist. A trusted
source of medical information.
The elder of the two people
searched online for it instead of
immediately adding through the
app store, causing another step
and confusion. A forum exists the
younger audience was able to
Google and find out more about
the app. The elder two of
reserved the discussion for in
person with the physio, admin
and staff of the clinic.

The elderly two, didn’t bother to
further research the application,
and simply proceeded to the
conversion. They inherently trust
that the physio has their best
interests at heart.
The younger mother, wants only
the best for her family and has
wishes to double check if this
solution is right for her. She
notices that some apps have
unique features and some do not,
causing some confusion and
disparity and ultimately causing
her to go with a her physio rec.

The method of acquisition was
the same for each member as it is
a mobile application. As such
downloads and upgrades within
the app are available only at the
app store or in app post
download.
The motivator for download was
different for each. The youngest
asked her peers on FB (mixed
feedback), the eldest resorted to
other of her peers in person, and
the middle aged man searched
online for a forum for a blog at
this point, and people that had
experience with the app.

BUTTON
The in-app prompt for feedback
was tastefully positioned and
gave an option to “ never see
again” if the person so chose.
The apps feedback in Google
play was more difficult on
desktop as the user had to be
signed into their Gmail account
in order to download.
The last portion of the referral
program gave an incentive /
reward opportunity to pass on
the app to friends through email.
This process was done in app.
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extension 2 - hifi mockup

HIFI MOCKUP - LOGIN SCREEN

Get well

LOGIN

HIFI MOCKUP - EXERCISE LIST

Exercise List
Choose the Part

Upper Body

Lower Body

Core

Diaphragm

Back

HIFI MOCKUP - EXERCISE STEP

l Dea
Barbell Dead Lifts

Step 1
Approach the bar so that
it is centered over your
feet. Your feet should be
about hip-width apart.
Bend at the hip to grip
the bar at shoulder-width
allowing your shoulder
blades to protract.
Typically, you would use
an alternating grip.
Step 1

Approach

Step 2
Grip

Step 3
Lift

Completed Exercise
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